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ith the country split between candidates, the
West could decide who
takes seat in the Oval Office.
For student surveys and a
candidate analyst SEE: PAGE

2

Find out whaJ The Easterner's Paranormal
Project Team learned about the campus on
Halloween.
SEE: PAGE
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EWU students reveal views on election 2000
Eagles support wide variety of views, candidates
Brian Triplett
Col') Eduor

On
ovember 7, registered ,·oters
.,round the nation will be choosing the 43''
president of the United States. In order
to find out what students here at Eastern
Washington University think about the candidates and the issues they have discussed
over the past months, an Easterner survey
,vas conducted this week. Seventy-two randomly chosen students participated. Their
answers to the survey questions produced
some very interesting results.

"I'm not voting personally, but if I was I
would vote Nader
because I want the
Green people to get
five percent of the
vote so others will
realize they are competition. Go Nader!!!"
John O'Leary
Ou1do_or Rc:crca11on MaJOr

"Gore is a better politician ... not
necessarily an
nicer guy, but a
better diplomat."
Audrey
Nursing MaJor

wou ld happen with the surp lus money
Bush promised would be used to help students during the third Bush/Gore televised debate.
Bush supporters cite gun control as one
of their major concerns. "Gore sugar coats
everything. He says he supports the Second Amendment, but he will take away our
guns if [he is] elected," said social work
major Holly Bailey.
Other things students liked about
George \YI. Bush included his positions on
abortion, agriculture, dam removal, military issues, social security, and his promise

to try to get pro-life justices appointed to
the Supreme Court.
Computer Science major Matt Heilman
brought up an interesting point that dnves
home some of the differences between
Bush and Gore's positions on environmental concerns. "Two stroke engine issues
are big. Gore would make it a national
policy to ban two stroke engines like in
California. I would have to get rid of my
motorcycle. [Gore is] also too environmentally sound- not open enough."
Gore supporters
offe red a wide ra n ge
of opinions about
their preierred candi"I hate both of them
date. Some students
[Bush and Gore}. They are
thought he was definitely the best choice
both kind of flaky, but I'm
because of his posi going to have to go with the

Only half of the 72 surveyed sltldcnts
plan to \'Ole this ye.tr. At least 10 of the 36
people who will not be voting are not registered to vote in Cheney. Other participants
uted indifference. Responses ranged from
"[Bush and Gore] both suck" to "It is not
my thing." Others who were surveyed said
that their ,·otes would not make a difference. Interestingly, several of the people
who sa,d they would not be voting supported Green Party candidate Ralph ader.
Ralph ader's opinions about things
such as consumer

rights and the environment resonate

strongly with many
of the people who
took part in this
survey. "I think he
stands for the poor
tions on issues such
and the voiceless ...
lesser of two evils."
as gun control, health
against corporate
care, and taxes. Some
America," said Tara
Brown. Barbara
Kristin Hoffman students considered
Arnzen said Nader
Educauon MaJor
him to be more
qualified to lead the
is "truly honest..
United States. A
he doesn't pull any
punches." Three of the students who nursing major named Audrey said "Go re
wil l be voting for Al Gore also com- is a better politician ... not necessarily a
mended Nader for his stance on environ- nicer guy, but a better diplomat."
Others were less enthusiastic about
mental issues.
John O'Leary, an Outdoor Recreation the vice president despite the fact chat
major, had perhaps the most interesting they plan to vote for him. "I hate both
reasons for supporting Ralph ader. "I'm of them [Bush and Gore]. They are
not voting personally, but if I was I would both kind of flaky, but I'm going to
\'0te ader because I want the Green people have to go for the lesser of two evils,•
to get five percent of the ,·ote so others said art education major Kristin
will realize they are competition. Go Hoffman.
The results of this Easterner survey are
ader!!!"
If ader manages to get five percent similar to the feelings of many people in
of the vote, he will receive matching cam- the United States. Even though Goverpaign funds from the federal government nor Bush and Vice-President Gore have
if he runs in the next presidential elec- been running practically neck and neck
tion. This was an important issue for during this year's race, there is enough disBarbara Arnzen and others who partici- satisfaction with both the Republican and
Democratic parties that third-party candipated in our survey.
Understandably enough, education was dates could become viable alternati\'eS in
a major concern for the people surveyed . future elections. In an election year where
Most of the 13 participants who will be issues that could have dramatic effects
voting for Al Gore expressed interest in upon the student body of EWU have behis plans to help middle class college stu- come major parts of the campaign platdents and their families. This is an impor- forms of the two most visible presidentant issue for the 12 people who will be tial candidates, voting could be the most
vonng for George W. Bush as well. One important thing students do during the
young man said that he wanted to see what next four years.

"[Nader is} truly
honest... he doesn 't
pull any punches."
Barbara Arnzen
Wom..:n's St ucli ~s Maj or

"Gore suger
coats everything.
He says he supports the Second
Amendment, but
he will take away
our guns if {he is]
elected."
Holly Bailey
Soc.:1al War~ MaJor
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Professor speaks out on election day issue~
Discussion reveals recent trends in voter turn out, and an ill-informed public
JennJer Harrington
Eduor

.

This year's presidential election has brought forth many

interesting ideas such as low voter turn out, supreme-court

appointments, blurring party lines and a viable third party.
Dr. Dave May, visiting assistant professor for the Eastern
Washington University government department held a lecture at 12:30 yesterday afternoon to discuss these and other
issues with students.
Despite a turn out of little over a dozen students the
lecture went well with several good points of discussion being brought up. The first of which revolved around the very
real possibility that Green Party candidate Ralph Nader may
very well get 5 percent of the vote making him eligible for
government support in funding his campaign in the 2004
election. This in a sense would give voters a more viable third
choice outside of the standard Republican and Democratic
tickets.
"Ralph Nader is, at this point, a very smart third party
candidate. He knows he's not going to win the presidency, he
knows he's not going to win a state, and he knows he is not
going to get a single electoral college vote-he's shooting for
that five percent number to get matching funds for 2004, and
he 's also shooting to get these issues out in front of the
American public," said May, adding that Nader knows that if
he gets five percent of the vote, the other candidates will be
forced to address the issues important to his party throughout their campaigns and in the next election.
The small group also talked about the issue of voter turn

out, and May listed eight reasons as to why people weren't
voting as much as they used to.
First he talked about the requirement to register. It is too
much work in this day and age, to go register-people are
busy. He suggested getting rid of the thirty day in advance
requirement like some states other than Washington have
and allowing people to register at the poll.
May then talked about how the types of people who are
allowed to vote has expanded. He was not quite sure why,
since more people have the opportunity to vote, less people
are actually voting.
"Constitutional amendments had to be passed and they
still don't vote," said May in relation to low voter turn out
among African Americans and women.
His third reason for low turn out had to do with what he
called "voter fatigue." There are 520,000 elected offices in our
political system. Not only does every office need to be voted
on but then there are local issues such as school levies water
laws and sewer districts. He said the local ballots are the worst.
"Somebody is always after you to vote. Have you looked
at a state ballot lately? They expect you to vote for the coroner. What the hell do I know about voting for a coroner?
Why do I care who the coroner is? Either I'm going to be
dead and certainly don't care or I just don 't care because I'm
not dead."
Next, May blamed election-day laws for recent turn out
trends. He said that in other countries, everything shuts
down-offices, stores, even bars. The only thing you are expected to do is vote.
"Here it is only one of many things you have to do on
election day."
May also talked
about the decline
in parties. He said
it makes for a
more wishy washy
public which then

Collins Family
Dentistry

You Deserve a Gorgeous SMILE!

* FREE TEETH WHITENING *

creates

more

wishy washy candidates.
May also discussed the idea that
the Republican and
Democratic parties
are becoming increasingly similar. He
cited both the Al
Gore and George W.
Bush website in saying that if you delve
into these sights and
look at what the candidates stances are

on different issues you will find that about 90 percent of the
time their stances are almost identical.
He largely blamed the American public for this phenomenon when he said that Americans tend to vote right down
the middle, avoiding any type of controversy. If a candidate
made a tough stand on issues such as gun control or abortion there is not much chance of their getting elected.
"As soon as you [the candidate) move away from the
middle, you lose your chance at the election," said May.
"Americans dislike ideological extremes. It is consistent with
American ideology to not .have ideology at all."
He went on to say that 40 to 42 percent of Americans say
they are non-aligned, rather, not Democrat and not Republican.

"They are voting simply on the basis of issues. The problem is most of them don't know an issue from a hole in the
ground," said May. "B ut that's what they are voting on the
basis of, which translates, since they don 't know anything
about issues , into Tm voting for who wears the tie I like best
or who stands too close to the audience in the third presidential debate.'"
Next, he said that voter attitudes have changed. People are
ve ry disillusioned with government and voting and seek out
other forms of participation like working with charities or
writing their congressmen instead.
This is closely related with the next reason for low voter
turn out which is a change in voter attitudes. The American
public, especially minorities and members of Generations X
and Y, have lost their faith in the government and feel like
their vote doesn't count. On the opposite end of the spectrum there are people who are completely happy with how
things are and feel that nothing needs to change and so they
do not vote. Then there is yet another group of people who
choose not to vote because they don't feel they are informed
enough to make an educated decision.
"Democracy works if stupid people who are uninformed
go vote. Democracy works well only when ::,eople are informed
and go vote," said May, elaborating on this idea.
May gave one very adamant tip to help people become
more informed voters.

"If you want to become a more informed voter don't
watch television. Kill your television when it comes to politics. The media allows candidates to manipulate you. If-you
are watching 30-second TV ads and thinking you are informed,
you're not. You are being manipulated by very sophisticated
people. You are being lied to," he said. "If you watched the
debates, you saw a 90-minute television commercial. That's
all they were. He suggested turning to the Internet to find
good solid information on the different candidates and their
stances on issues.

In his closing, May listed two main messages that he wanted
his audience to take away from his lecture-vote, and vote
responsibly.
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C.onference teaches business ethics
750 corporations
who
sponsor
SIFE.
The current
President of SIFE
is Danica DuCrest.
The advisors to
SIFE are Or. Leo
Simpson and Professor
Larr y
Sullivan.
"We create a
structure within

and let her make the decision; and
four, put a male executive in to

talk to Sam yet have Judy in charge
of the account.
What would you do? Some of
the answers gave points, one an-

swer took points away and one
answer neither gave nor took

points away.
The first answer took away 30
points. The second answer
awarded thirty points. The third
answer was worth zero points,

and the final answer was worth 10
points.
The audience as a whole had
many opinions about which answer was the most effective choice.
The group I was a member of
chose number four.
Our consensus was that we felt
the company would not wish to
lose the financial security it had

felt that we cou ld save o ur financia l resource by appeasing Sam's
wishes [to a point.] However, as
it shows, the answer that would
be considered the correct choice
would be number two.
Or. Christensen left the audience with these thoughts. "If you
increasingly have businesses doing
unethical things, you will not have
a free enterprise system . You have
to imagine the world you want to
live in and then make it so.•

with its client. However, we also

felt that Judy was obviously qualified for the position; therefor, we

the SIFE organization, which is simi.A. Professor Larry Sullivan speak_s_a_t_ lar co a corporation. We have vice
last Saturday's Students In Free
presidents, departEnterprise conference.
ment
chairs,
project managers
Eugene Purnell Ill
and ,111 sorts of executive posiRepr.m,r

tions. So, there are many oppor-

TIAA-CREF provides
fmancial solutions to
last a lifetime.

to imp rove business, Professor
Larry Sullivan covering global
m arketing, and Financial Advisor
Brian Foland discussing financial
planning.
SIFE is an organ ization that
sched ule s a number of activities
throughout the yea r designed to
help people und erstan d the free
enterpri se syste m and how it functi o ns in th e economy.
Last year, SIFE taught senior

tunities for those who wish to
participate to obtain a leadership
position," said Or. Simpson.
Many students and staff attended the conference. I found the
speakers to have extremely valuable information for anyone interested in business.
Doctor Alex Cameron, Dean
of the College of Business and
Public Administration, was there
as well. Dr. Christensen gave a
sp lendid presentation. She offered those in attendance the following things to ponder. "What
responsibility do businesses have
to society? The problems lie in the
areas whe re eth ica l decisions are
not clear! Businesses believe they
must provide the services that
society demands. If we determine

citizens how to use the internet.

that we want our businesses to

planning for retirement, but in reurement. too

They also taught grade schoo l
kids the fundamentals of the
monetary system.
Each year, students prepare
presentations of their accomplishments. They then compete
each year with more than 750 universities and community colleges. The SIFE regional competition is held in Seattle, Washington and their national competition is held in Kansas City, Kan-

fo ll ow et hi cal standards, we must
ask what is the right thing to follow.
Because we live in a free society, it 1s difficult to approach this

payout op11ons can meet your retirement goals

Students in Free Enterprise
[SIFE] had a business conference
last Saturday at the Riverpoint
campus. The speakers were [in
order of appearance]: Dr. Sandra
Christensen covering business
ethics, Professor Yance Cooney
covering how to use the internet

sas.

SIFE's EWU branch won the
regional compet1t1on for the last
three years This past year, E\X'U
placed in the top 32 teams in the
national competition. Students
are invited to join SIFE from all
maJors. Students become SJFE
scholars once they have contributed 50 hours to the projects and
activnies of SJFE.
As SIFE scholars, the students are then added to a national
database, which is given priority
in employment by the more than

issue. For example, an exercise was

given by Or. Christensen for the
audience to solve. We as an audience had to split into groups and
solve this dilemma.
Here is the ethical dilemma
posed. Suppose you are firm
that has a very valuable client
named Sam. Your firm needs
e,·ery bit of income it is generating; hov.·ever, your client does
not wish for a woman to work
on his account. The most qualified person you have to work on
this account is a female named
Judy. What would you as an
employer do?
Here are the four answers you
are limited to: one, replace Judy
with a male; two, tell Sam Judy is
the best choice for his account;
three, tell Judy what Sam has said
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Student Council nearly Executive Vice
boycotts Excell Foods Provost Bob
Stephanie Reed,
Harold retires
Ryan Kroum
spearhead hasty
movement
Nick Nash
Rc:poru:r

In this week's meeting of the
Council of Associated Students of
Eastern Washington the council
who are elected to speak for the students of the university nearly declared a boycott on Excell foods.
The motion to declare the boycott
was made by Student Services representative Ryan Kroum with the
idea for the boycott being first presented to the council by Finance Vice
President Stephanie Reed. The
motivation for the boycott came after, in the October 25 edition of the
Excell Foods ads, inserts were included showing support for the
Washington State Cougars football
team.

As discussion on the boycott be-

gan, Assistant to the Dean of Students Khalil Islam questioned the
council. "My understanding is that
Excell was contacted by somebody
stating the problem?" Reed responded with a long ambiguous
answer, finally ending in a straightforward "No.•
"My advice would be to start dialog with Excell to find out if they
are in fact responsible for the advertising,"'said lslam. He continued
saying, "If after you have spoken
to Excell they are not responsive,
then a boycott might be in order,
but some kind of dialogue should
come first.,.

Reed continued pushing the boycott throughout the discussion, citing that the council should act immediately because the Washington
State University football game advertised in the inserts was taking
place this weekend. She did not,
however, explain why the game itself had any particular relevance to
the boycott, or why making sure
that the boycott happened before
the game would have an effect different than a boycott after the game.

Further discussion into the possible effects of a boycott on Excell
Foods uncovered the possibilities
of the loss of donations from
Excell, as well as ruining the currently good relationship between
the business and Eastern. The
council decided to follow Islam's
advice and contact Excell first, using a boycott as a last resort.
Mike Irish, head of the Facilities
and Planning Department, also
spoke to the Council, first asserting
that, "The service and planning is
here to serve the students. I understand that I am here for the students. Without the students I
wouldn't have a place, I wouldn't
have a job. Please be aware that Facilities and Planning is here to serve
you."
He then continued speaking
about the Service and Planning
Department's new budget of $33
million that they were granted recently. "They gave us just about
every thing we asked for-the
amount of money they gave us is

See Council, page 6
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Rachel Roman
Rip,rter

On September 1, 2000, Eastern Washington University's Executive ViceProvost, Robert Herold, retired. Herold has spent 31 years teaching and has
been associated with numerous government activities.

"I will miss many people," Herold says, "It's been a treat working with
them."
Herold was born in Boston and has lived in California, Washington
D.C., and Washington State. He majored in political science with a minor
in history. His graduate work completed at George Washington University. He started teaching at Eastern's Government department in Ju ly of
1969. He took a leave of absence in 1977 to work as a budget officer for
the Secretary of Defense under the Brown administration. From 19801981, Herold did research for the National Ocean Survey. The following
year he went to Virginia with a grant in the National Endowment for
Humanities.

In 1989, the President of EWU, Marshall Drummond, asked Herold to
take over Summer Session. Herold accepted responsibility for the floundering program. Determined to make improvements, he call ed Portland State to
ask Summer Session "legend," Charlie White, for advice. White came to
Washington and told Herold that he was in a great position. He had nowhere
to go but up. White frankly claimed that Eastern had the second worst
program that he had ever seen. He indicated that the Summer Session's
publications were negative. His first advice was to create a better way to
approach students.
Herold's response to the advice was to not cancel classes due to low enrollment. Herold vowed that, even if there were one student per class, he would
never cancel a class. The other issue that Herold changed was to give faculty
full pay for contact hours, regardless of enroll ment numbers.
In the fall of 1989, Herold admits to being scared to death. Drummond
supported Herold's changes, but the board was nervous. Fortunately,
Herold's good sense paid off. Summer Session has been a success, and
classes have never been cance lled because of low enro ll ment from 19892000.
"Summer Session has been a joy," Herold proclaims.
ln 1992, Drummond assigned another project to him. This time, Herold
was to be in charge of the fledgling EWU Press. Herold approached an
Eastern professor of writing and published author, James McAuley, in re·
gards to becoming the director for the Press. McAuley agreed to the position,
and the two began working on a five-year plan for the Press. As a result, m
1994 the Dictionary of Literary Biography ranked the EWU Press 7,h in the
United States for small university presses. Herold marvels that a university of
Eastern's size achieved that status, which rated over Princeton. He says they
are fonunate to be supported and, in turn, support the Creative Writing
program at Eastern. When McAuley retired, Christopher Howell was chosen
as the Press' director.
"When Jim left, I was petrified," admits Herold, ''but Chris is a peach. He
is wonderful."
Herold was given the position of Executive Vice-Provost in 1995 when
Drummond requested him to oversee programs in Spokane. He was ap·
pointed to the Higher Education Joint Cent'er Board and asked to act as a
counterweight to WSU's Campus Dean, Bill Gray. During the merger issue in
1997, WSU gained sole control over the Board. Even though Herold no
longer worked in Spokane, or on the Board, he kept the tide of Executive
Vice-Provost.
Since his retirement, Herold has found time to pursue his hobbies of
golfing, reading, writing, and city politics. He is avidly immersed in the latter.
He writes political columns for the Inlander and he also has a spot on radio
station 91.1 KPBX every other Tuesday morning for a brief political commentary. Herold is aiding Gonzaga's head, Robert Spitzer, with a project. Last
November, he was appointed to the Spokane City Planning Commission.
"There are all kinds of stuff to keep you occupied after retirement," Herold
states, "When you retire, you get some of the answers to your questions,
rather than getting the answers before retiring."

News
The common ground project
Grant Beaudette
R,_pmt,T

At the beginning of this school
year, an Aryan Nation flyer was posted
m Streeter Hall. ln today's world,
through internet communication and
urban expansion, we find ourselves
among a more varied mixture of
people every day. With this newfound
diversity, a resurgence of racial and cultural intolerance and hate has appeared
in America, seemingly cresting with
the Aryan Nation in nearby Hayden,
Idaho.
T he Nation's rhetoric of white
supremacy has easily spilled over
into the Spokane area. Clearly,
prejudices against race, culture, age,
gender, religion, and sexual preference still ru n rampant in modern
society,
In an effort to curb this trend,
the National Communication Association, the Southern Poverty Law
Center, Campus Compact, and the
American Association for Higher
Learning created Communicating
Common Ground, a project designed to promote cultural tolerance
and multicultural educat ion among
schools and commun ities.
Thirty coalitions across the country were chosen ro headline the first

FREE

year of this venture, including North
Dakota State, University of Colorado,
University of Massachusetts, Eastern
Washington University and North
Idaho College.
An EWU/NIC group of students, professors, and graduate stug;nts are currently receiving training in preparation for the National
Communication Association's annual convention next week in Seattle. There, the curriculum will be
set, and the education can begin.
David Cornelius, associate dean
of the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences at Eastern illustrated
the "train the trainer" theory that is
the center of the CCG project. "We
train a small group, and they train
others, and it all snowballs from
there."
EWU and NIC will be working
with Spokane's Lewis a!}d Clark High
School and the school districts in
Kellogg and Coeur d'Alene-educating on racism, hate crimes. cultural differences, and even the small
prejudices most of us don't even
know we have.
"Sometimes, we find ourselves
among groups that we're nor used to 1
and we don't know how to feel. Unfortunate! y, some people interpret
these feelings as hate," said Cornelius.

It is normal to feel out of place
with unfamiliar groups of people,
but, thankfully, we don't have to stay
that way.
In addition to the districts already in the coalition, any school
system in the northwest area can get
involved in this landmark project via
the Eastern Horizons presentation
program, which is often hosted at
various loca l schools and community colleges. To get involved with
Communicating
Common
Ground, call David Cornelius at
359-6246.
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From previous page
alarms and elevators updated.
President Bree Ho lsing, t h ou gh
not dr iving t he coun ci l agenda as in
weeks past, spoke abo u t h er boo k
exchange progra m . "The book exchange is going reall y well , there are
about five sheets hung up around
university [advertising the book exchange
and
its
website
skipclass.com.]," she said. She also
urged the cou n cil members to start
listing their books so that students
visiting the site would see that it is
council supported.

What do you call a health plan that not only focuses on the
quality of your health , but also on the quality of your life?
Many of your _coworkers call it Group Health .

PERSONALIZED ANALYSIS .

pcrsona !{zed a nalysis on handling
)O ll r n•lin-mt'nl plan mone:,-.

significant because it speaks well to
where they understand Eastern is
going. We are a university on the
rise. We are a university moving
forward," he said. "In the next two
years, starting next July you will see
a number of continued improvements," said I rish.
Specifically, Irish noted the addition of five more blue flashing safety
lights around campus-including one
in parking lot 12 that will have a phone
attached that can be used by students
to call for an escort from their car tO
their dorms. Also, the Pierce and
Dressler dorms will have their fire
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Council: Hate Cougars equals hate Excell?

•
•

Quality chiropractic treatment for your
back pain, neck pain, and headaches
Friendly hometown atmosphere
Call for free consultation
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Make Your Vote Count!
Jennifer Harrington
&lttor

. The biggest issue for college students in this election year is not abortion rights, health care, ortheemiro=,ent. Rather, it is voter rum out. Along with minonties, people between the ages of 18 and 25 have the
lowest numbers for voter rum out. Why is this?
From what! can understand the most common
reason for young people not to vote include the fact
that they don't feel that their vote counts, they are
disillusioned about the government, specifically big
government, and that they don't feel that they are
fairly represented These reasons are not valid. Not
only are they not valid, but these excuses can also be
reasons as to why young people should in fact vote.
1 can come up with one extremely good reason
why young people, as well as minorities should votethe rich, white, male protestant. The governmentfor the. most part-is controlled by wealthy white
guys whose families have been running the country
for generations. With a few exceptions, their daddies
were politicians before them as were their daddies'
daddies and theirs before them. On top of that, most
politicians are above the age of 40with many nearing
their 70s and 80s.
Of course young people and minorities don't feel
like they are being represented As I said before, this is
the exact reason that young people, especially young
minorities should vote. There is a reason that our
government ,s largely run by such a specific demographic-the majority of people voting for these so
called representatives are also white, male protestants
above the age of 40.
If young people and minorities are to expect anythmg to change then tl1ey need to be more politically
involved. They need to vote. There is some merit to
the saying-If you don't vote, don't complain.

If under-represented people in America would
start amassing in numbers and trekking to the voting
polls their major excuses for why they don't vote
would cease to exist. First of all, they would no longer
be under-represented
California for instance has the highest number of
electoral votes out of any state in the union. Electoral
votes are assigned based on total population of the
state. California also has disproportionately large number of minorities than other states. If all the minorities and young people in the state of California were
to vote in this election, they would have tremendous
power. Say that all the Hispanics in California decided
they were going to vote this year. I would bet an
insane amount of money I don't have that issues
relating to the Hispanic population would be heavily
addressed in the next Presidential election in four years.
This is not only true in California, but in all states to

varying degrees.
With the kind of power that would be afforded
youth and minorities if they all went and voted, they
could press major change in the way our government
1s run.

There are two more major reasons that I fed youth
and minorities aren ·t voting-lack of choice and
lifestyle. Think about our choice of candid,tes in this
year's election. Are you done thinking' Chances are
you weren't too happy about the choices that were
available to yotL This has become increasingly true in
recent elections.
Dr. Dave May, visiting assistant professor in
Eastern 's government department suggests looking
at the websites for both George W. Bush and Al
Gore. He said that the two candidates stances are
almost identical on 90 percent of the issues in this
p's election.
Based on that idea, it really doesn't matter who
gets elected, because they are probably going to ac-
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complish or not accomplish the same exact
things.
S
The final reason that
people are not voting in
(l)f\
this election and most of
~
the elections in the later
°'bo1.1t-half of the 2r::f Century is
·,t, ·, ('t\ eA/\ J
lifestyle. The lives of
American's have become
increasinglymorebusyand
1
fast paced. The modern
c,.
student has to work at least
one job, go to class, do
homework, walk the dog,
go on a date, vacuum the
living room floor, and do
the dishes-all in one d,y.
Who has time to vote
A Case of Student Apathy
with all that going on? Similarly, the rest of American
society is not much different. Society as a whole has become increasingly fast group, and they need robe informed voters. Until
paced The lack of voter tum out has often been attrib- they do, our nation's leaders will continue ro ignore
uted to the laziness of American society when actually, them and the issues they are passionate about. It is a
except for a few exceptions, the opposite is true. Even well known fact that politicians will alwayscatertothe
so, voting should be but first and foremost above people they feel will most likely vote. Otherwise it is
these everyday things. You have 364 other days in the like they are speaking to an empty audito,iurn. What's
year to do these things. lv1issing one isn't going to kill the use? That statement sounds familiar, hul,. It
you or your chances at graduating college. The hardest sounds to me like the excuse the masses on nonvoters in the country are using so they don't have to
part is of course not gomg to vote, but being informed
about the issues so you can vote as an informed citizen. put the effon into becoming informed voters. Make
The tll11e reqtured for becommg informed is a small a conscious decision to push for change in our politipricetopaywhenyouthinkabouthowpowerfulchange cal system. Together we, as a population, can do it.
a large-scale voting movement waged by America's stuPlease See Page 2 for a List
dents and minorities would make.
The bottom line is that students and other unof Voter Information Web Sites
der-represented groups need to vote as a whole, as a
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Ruley Takes Easterner to
Whose Ethics are Worse:
Task Over "Misinformation" Insurance Co.'s or Society?
Dear Edi tor.
gardless of this fact, the reporter
It is with great concern that I should have taken steps to learn
write to you. T he anicle "Aladdin's who was involved in these kinds of
Egyptian Foods" published in Vol- actions. For instance, Bob Anderume 52, Issue 6 of The Easterner is son or myself, as Chair of SUBOC,
full of discrepancies and wrong in- should have been contacted. There
formation.
is a huge difference between the DiI am the Chair of the Student rector of Student Activities and the
Union Board of Control [SUBOC] Director of the PUB. I also know
and I feel that I must point out that for a fact that Bob Anderson was
miscommunication on behalf of all neYer contacted for his side of this
parties involved in this matter of issue.
Mr. Aamer's Egyptian food stand
Moreover, Mr. Aamer was never
was to blame for the turmoil that given notice that he would need to
has since
vacate his
ensued. I
food stand.
Furthermore, I find it useless for a He was
w o u 1d
like to
simply inreporter to write a story without
State it
formed by
getting both sides of the issue .
plain 1y
Mr.Anderthat Mr.
son th at
Aamer's stand is in no way threat- decisions were made last spring that
ened by SUBOC at this time. The could affect his space. After talking
issue was settled at a meeting held to Mr. Aamer myself, I assured him
on October 5, which was open to that the issue of him staying or gothe public.
ing was a non-issue. There was an
Furthermore, I find it useless for obvious miscommunication and the
a reporter to write a story without situation would be handled and he
getting both sides of the issue. At could plan to stay.
no time was my office contacted for
Articles like this place blame
information on this subject. I where blame need not be placed. I
would also like to point out that it think that The Easterner has been
is the Director of the PUB [Bob doing a fine job, but as Editor, I
Anderson], not the Director of Stu- feel it is your responsibility to endent Activities [Stephanie Ennis] sure that articles are full of facts. Stuwho makes decisions along with dents need not be misinformed . If
myself for matters concerning the your reporters were to take a little
Pence Union Building [PUB].
extra time to research the proper
I feel that it is reckless journal- channels, then incidents such as this
ism to accuse the Director of Stu- would not happen. Fewer people
dent Activities of being "confused" would be upset, and people would
about the issue of when Mr. Aamer have more faith in the integrity of
was to be away from his food stand. The Easterner. Thank you for your
I k n ow t h at af t er t alking with attention in this matter.
Stephanie En n is (who is in no way
has anything to do with this mat- Sincerely,
ter) that she was never contacted for Heather Ann Ruley
a rebuttal to this accusation. Re- Executive Vice President , ASEWU

Dear Editor,
I submit a claim of ethics. Fraudulent
insurance claims occur regularly in our society. Medicarecatdullyw.ru:hesfordouble
billings and inaccuracies. Small independent companies observe false claims submined by policyholden, and leading insurance carriers create watchdog committees and study the data to reduce the number of fraudulent claims. The Coalition
Against Insurance Fraud has data estimating fraudulent claims to exceed $79 billion
per year ("Insurance Fraud: The Hidden
Tax," hnp:/ /www.insurancefraudorg/
facts.html). Can the insurance industry
put a cease to fraudulent claims? I think
not. However, I intend to share a personal story and submit a claim of ethics
that can reduce fraudulent claims.
A few years ago, I worked for a leading
insurance company. I received a telephone
call from a very dear friend She proceeded
to inform me of an accident she had been
involved in overtheweekend. !listened
to her relate the details. However, I was
not prepared for her ne>.'t few words. She
reminded me that she was a single mom
and lacked the ability to cover her 5200
deductible under collision coverage. She
asked if I would submit the claim under
herz.ero-<leductible, comprehensive coverage. By changing the facts of the accident
to comply with comprehensive coverage,
she would then be able to repair her vehicle at no cost to her. I was stunned by
her request.
My f1rst reaction was disbelief. After
disbelief, I became angry. How dare she
place me in a compromising situation?
D o I choose friendship or do I choose to
stand on ethical principles? Aristotle says,
"It is our sacred duty to hononruth more
highly than friends (Nicomachean Ethics
Book l,Chapter6,Linel7)." On that day,
several years ago, I stood in full agreement
with Aristotle. I submitted my friend's
"collision" claim based upon the truth.
Her claim was processed under collision

coverage and she was properly compensated for the damages less her $200 deductible.
Most policyholders view insurance
companies as wealthy, high profiting, gouging corporations. Insurance companies
payexecutiveshigh-wages, andtheyaward
their top insurance agents lavish vacations
based upon the volume of business they
write. That's right, they' re getting rich due
to the exorbitant costs of our auto insurance premiums. Some of us might think
that since the insurance industry is gouging policyholders in premiums, tum about
is fair play. So what if I don't give the
correct mileage driven per year, so what ifl
lie about having an anti-theft device, and
so what ifl fail to report all drivers in the
household? After all, the insurance industry is raking in big bucks from hard-working citizens. Should hard-working citizens
lie about simple details such as mileage

driven,anti-thdi:devicediniunts,anddrivers?

If it's acceptable to lie about the mileage driven, then is it acceptable to lie for a
friend? If lying for a friend is deemed
appropriate, why not lie on our taxes? If
tax evasion is tolerable, what does it matter if children lie to their parents? At what
point does society step up to the plate and
view a lie as a LIE?
Fraudulent claims can be reduced if
society stands steadfast in the belief that
truth and honesty are still wonh valuing.
An ethical stance benefits society as a whole.
Once policyholders submit only those
claims that are legitimate, premium reductions should occur. More importantly, we
restore the virtue of truth among our
people. In closure, I submit a claim of
ethics. I claim that society will be richer
when we stand on truth; therefore, society
must hold truth more valuable than a
friend
Siocerely,
Shenil.ovick
Junior, Communication Studies
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Expend More Energy to Solve Nation's Energy Problems

Zan Lanouette

(509)359-0270
Busin ess Man age r

U-Wire
Staff&iuonal (Da,ly Orange)

T h e Earth will outlive us all.
But it's up to us to decide what
life will be like on the planet hundreds, even thousands , of years
nto the future.
Vast quantities of oil lie beneath the Alaskan soil, most unouched today. And as gas prices
kyrocket and Americans begin to
worry if the nation is headed for
an energy crisis, presidenual campaign talks have turned to those
untapped Alaskan oil reserves .
Al Gore is pushing to explore

alternate energy sources before
drilling further into the Alaskan
wilderness. George W. Bush can't
wait to dot the huge state with
oil derricks .
The most sound preparation
for the future lies somewhere between the two candidates' plans.
As tensions m oun t with the
United States' Middle Eastern oi l
supplying countries, it has become clear that foreign fuel might
not always be so readil y available .
In order to prepare for that eventuality, the nation's plan must be
two-fold.
The United States relies heavily

on traditional fossil fuels to heat
its homes, drive its cars and make
dozens of petroleum-based
household products, from
Vaseline to Tupperware. To sustain these needs, it probably won't
be lo ng before it becomes necessary to tap into the Alaskan reserves. But it is imperative to develop more environmentally
sound methods of domestic oil
drilling in o rder to preserve the
pristine, wildlife-filled Alaskan
landscape.
But alternative energy production methods must also be explored, to prepare for the possi-

bility of fossil fuel depletion. Solar and wind power and electric automobiles all promise great energy benefits, but require further
research and development to make
the options more affordable and
efficient.
With the demands of an evergrowing industrial society, it's impossible to guarantee a healthy
and stable ecosystem far into the
future. But innovative planning
and willingness to explore new
energy-production options are the
keys to making headway toward
that goal.
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Easterner Ghost Project: The hair-raising result
Zan Lanouette
Amau.1rGhostbuster

Halloween came upon Eastern Wash'
u·
. 1·
m~n
. ruversity_a mle sooner than this reporter would
like to admit. Before I knew it, it was the evening of
October 31 and I was waitmg nervously in the Easterner office for the Project Ghost team members to
arrive. They had all trickled in around the target time
of 7:45 and before I knew it, I was facing seven
aruuous reponers :'11d friends with their supplies
rangmg from flashlights to Trivial Pursuit cards. We
were ready to d~ some serious ghost hunting. Nervous conversations ensued around me as I drew
up the game plans for that night. Steve Barry,Jessica
Kyle, and Jessica Brester would be in Group I and
Maggie Miller, Heather Graham,Jay Wells, and Joel
Peterson would comprise Group 2. With this
setd~ Steve Barry and I prepared to leave the group
safely rn the newspaper office in order to complete
quick investigations of Senior Hall and Showalter
Hall to make sure we were able to get in and to get
a basic layout of the two buildings. At 8:30 p.m. we left the sane-

tuary of the brightly lit office to face the nameless
and restless ghosts of EWU.
After a quick check of the doors in Senior Hall
nearest Hargreaves Hall, Steve and I discovered the
unlocked door on our second guess. We entered
the building cautiously. No one appeared robe on
the first floor, but I yelled out to make sure that we
wouldnorstanlethecustodialstaff.
"Hello?" I yelled loudly. There was no response,
except the eerie pinging of the old radiators, and so
we began to carry out our first plan of action. All of
us had discussed that it would make the most sense
to secure the building by turning off every possible
light and shutting every open door. We started off
down the ftrst floor hallway, shutting the unlocked
and open doors behind us. Most of the rooms
were locked and we both sighed in relief when we
discovered that the infamous Project Office was
securely locked. Nearlydirecrly across the hall from
the Project Office, was classroom number 111. I
turned the knob and was surprised to find it unlocked. After flicking on the light switch, I peeked
into the large classroom. Not only did this door
lead in, but the next door opened into it as well.
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I glanced at rhe white board in the front of the
room and grimaced. Ir picrured the deadly triangle
of drinking, depression, and then suicide.
Ir was nor a very welcoming lesson plan at this
time and so to Steve, who was looking over my
shoulder, I said, "Thar's a scary room. We're definitely shutting this door."
I shut the door and we hurried on our way.
Finished, we stopped at the foot of the stairs and
glanced over our handy work. Every light was off
except for the pop machines and exit signs. Ir was a
whole lot spookier. I decided to yell aloud once
again just in case the janitors didn't hear us the first
time.
"Hello?" We stopped and held still, jumping
slightly when the radiators spitted an instant response.Justthen we heard the distinct muttering
of male voices from up above us. We looked at one
another and then turned to sprint up the stairs to
greet the owners of the voices. We reached the second floor and could no longer hear the utterances.
Confused, we decided to secure the second floor
while we waited for the source of the voices to
come check out the noises we were making. Deciding that the second floor lounge made the best
home base, we left those lights on but proceeded to
cum off every other lightandshuteveryotherdoor.
This complete, I yelled a few more times and
each rime we heard the voices gab incoherently in
response. We rushed from floor to floor and wing
to wing in search of the bodies behind the voices,
but to no avail. We entered one empty and dark
office and were drawn to the window as we saw
lights tum off across the courtyard in another wing.
We hurried over to the mysterious wing, but only
found the locked doors and shut doors we left
behind before. Steve and I were a bit angry and
flustered by this point. We then headed up to the
third floor to finish the task of shutting off lights
and closing doors. We figured that we were hearing
voices piped in from somewhere only accessible to
the cleaning staff and so we forgot about the disembodied voices, always just out of reach. The third
floor was quickly secured, and we headed out of
Senior Hall in order to check out Showalter Hall.
We located the unlocked door and entered
the deserted hall. Deciding to only check out the
basement where the rumored ghosts were supposed to haunt, we trooped down the creepy
stairs into the subterranean chambers known as
Showalter Basement. Despite its scary atmosphere, nothing was out of order and we were
quick in and out of there. Leaving Showalter, as
it was, we took off again across the quad to do
another once over at Senior Hall before going
back for the others and our supplies.
Steve and I entered and yelled out, "Hello? Anyone there?"
Again the radiators dinged and rattled. The
radiators almost succeeded in drowning out the
all too familiar mumbling voices, but not quite.
We rushed up to the third floor and were posirive we would catch them ... but again no one
was in sight. Just then, Steve and I heard knocking on the front doors so we hurried down to
answer the raps. Through the windowed door, I
saw Jessica Kyle,Jessica Brester, and Joel Peterson
waiting to be let into the building. We explained
why it had taken us long, and then led them on
a quick tour. Everything was how we had left it,
until we reached the aforementioned room 111.
We were passing it and l was explaining the dia-

gram on the board when Steve, in the lead,
stopped dead in his tracks. He motioned us closer
and then pointed out that the previously closed
door was now opened a foot or so.
Spooked, but still weighing the possibility that
one of the voices we heard could have opened it
while we were in Showalter, Steve and I hesitantly
explainedthesiruarionoftheopendoorandvoices.
The newcomers were skeptical and were inclined to
agree with our hypothesis of the janitors staying
one step ahead of us. The five of us turned on heel
and exited the building in order to return to the
Easterner office to fetch the others. Once we got
back, Steve and I relayed the latest happenings to
the others. After a litde deliberation, the eight of us
ghost busters decided it would be best to go as one
unit to start out at Senior Hall. We could split up
from there. There was only thing left to do in lay.ing
out our groundwork. We had to make the pact
saying we would.n't play tricks on one another in
attempts to scare. This was serious and we all agreed
as our hands met in the center of the Easterner
table. The oath taken, we were ready to show the
spirits a thing or two.
We all packed over to Senior Hall and settled
into the second floor lounge. Just as we were sharingghoststories we had heard after a quick tourof
the halls, we were srarrled by the sudden appearance
of a man in the lounge. The strangertumed out to
be a janitor by the name of Dave Smith. He checked
out our credentials via his supervisor and then explained why he had so aggressively charged into the
loungeanddemandedtoseewhoeverwasincharge.
Mr. Smith had just locked Senior Hall in its entirety
at 7:30 and was then surprised to see us entering the
supposedly locked building. He agreed with us that
someone in charge of our being there had probably
unlocked it for our target arrival rime of 8 p.m.
Steve and I casually asked who was working right
then in order to attach names to the voices we had
heard earlier. Janitor Smith affirmed our worst feelings and left us with goose bumps. He told us that
we were the only ones to be there since he had left at
7: 30. The custodial staff wasn't due back until after
mid.night. No one living had been in the hall besides Steve and me. Who, then, had we heard muttering in response to every one of our calls? Who
had opened the doorto room 111? Ir remains an
unsolved mystery.
The rest of the night's happenings will be placed
in a general rimeline of paranormal activity.
10 p.m.: Maggie Miller, suffering from a headache and wanting some alone rime to cure it, left the
second floor lounge of Senior Hall and our company to climb up to the third floor and sit up at the
top of the stairs. She was quietly nursing her pounding head when she felt that unmistakable feeling of
dread and the creepy sensation of eyes watching
you from behind. She slowly turned towards the
deserted floor and was shocked to see a thin line of
light spilling from beneath a janitor's equipment
closet direcrly behind her and to the left. She scampered down the stairs and rushed into the lounge
out of breath and wild- eyed. I went up to check
out the light, and sure enough the room was lit up
when it had been purposely dark before. Maggie
chose to stay with the group.
12 a.m.: The two groups split up and Group
2 took Showalter while my group stayed in Senior Hall.

Please see Mvsterv, next page
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MVsterv: The details, the report. From page g
12:15 a.m · Steve, Jessica, and Jessica were making their rounds on
the third floor of Senior Hall. They made It down the last dark hallway,
trying every door to make sure everything was secure. Upon each unlocked door, they opened it, flicked on the light switch and took a quick
look around. Reaching the end with everything checking out normally,
they turned about and were just turning out of that wing, when they
heard the sound of an opening door behind them. Afrer calming down,
they turned back to check it out and as thev reached the last door on the
right side, room 306, they were surprised to see that the door was now
open about a foot. Steve cautiously pushed it open the rest of the way
and the trio quickly entered the suspicious room.
Shocked and terrified, the three looked from one face to the next as
the aching cold air hit them and instantly raised the hair on their arms
and induced shivering. The temperature of the room was freezing cold
and stayed that way throughout their chilly search of the closets and
room in general. othing was there and there "·as no explanation for
the sudden and se,·ere decrease in temperature. They left, wide-eyed and
scared and met me on the first floor in order for me to check out the
room myself. I entered the paranormal room and noted that the tern-

Make Your Mark
in Olympia
RETAIN

Mark0
Schoesler

perature was only slightly less warm than the hallway.
They were shocked at the rapidity at which it had reheated. We quickly left the third floor without looking back.
12:30 a. m.: Jay, Joel , !aggie, and Heather in
Showalter were frightened while investigating the
third floor. They entered a little set of offices, the
main door reading 300, and searched eac.h little suboffice. When they turned to leave out the one and
only main door, they realized that the door had shut
behind them and it was not opening. Somehow, the
lock on the inside of the door had been turned, impeding their exit and scaring them witless.
12:45 a.m.: Jessica, Valerie Thornton [who joined our
team late in the night along with Adrian \X'orkman,
Christian Paulson , and Brandy Kennedy,] and I were
seared on benches at the foot of the stairs on the first
floor v.•hen a trick of light caught us by surprise.
All lights were off and the old fashioned, but functional exit sign was the only illumination when a bright,
off-white light suddenly surged. It was gone as soon as
it had glowed, but nevertheless we were startled. Using
common sense with a little touch of denial, v.•e concluded that a power surge had turned on the overhead
light nearest the exit sign. I got up and reached for the
offending light switch just to prow our rational and
logical point.
I flicked it quickly and we were frightened when
the realizatio n that the light I haJ just tested was
co mpletel y the wrong col o r and brightness. If it had
not been that light, then what made our end of the

check it out!
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first floor wing glow just seconds before? Our conclusion was that somehow or way the exit sign's watts
had been increased momentarily, causing it to glow
brighter. Was it the result of poor circuiting, o r a
ghostly influence?
3:30 a.m.: All gathered once again in Senior Hall
for the remainder of the night, we weary ghost hunters decided to get a little shut eye. The only ones to
stay awake were Heather and Jay and they were quite
surprised when they heard a man and woman's laughter ring out from the third floor. Glancing down at
us, sleeping and accounted for, Jay heroically ventured
upstairs to discover the source of the laughter. There
was no one there and no other explanation. Jay
searched throughout the hall, and ran into the night
janitor on the first floor.
The janitor told Jay that on several occasions he
has heard a woman 's distinct laugh come from the
third floor while he was cleaning alone. He had yet to
discover the cause and origin as well. Don't forget,
however, the fact that before the hall became a hall, it
was a woman's dormitory. Is a woman's ghost still
lingering on the third floor, determined to get the
last laugh'
Many unsoh·ed mysteries sprang from our night
of investigating, but one thing 1s for sure. Both Senior Hall.and Showalter !·fall made firm believers of
the supernatural out of us. So, E\X'U students, staff,
and ,·isitors alike , beware ,valking these haunted
grounds alone after dark ... you never know what may
be lurking in the campus ghost realm.
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ltmEasterner Music Reviewsrml

Radiohead: Kid A

Nick Nash

5-star Music R<:r;zewer

~adiohead was fim launched into the mainstream in 1993
behind th e song "Creep," [appearing on the album Pablo
Honey]whichwasquicklytakeninbypo~~·'tur
.
.
!-'"'-Ul
e, becommg
mst,'.'1't. "I'm a loser" anthem; much like Beck's song
Loser did a year later. Also like Beck's song "Loser"
"Creep" was never intended to be an anthem for a medi~driven, robotic pop-culture who-because they've seen Nir":'na on MTV-think 'its cool to suck.' ln the words of lead
sm~er/front man Thom Yorke, "'Creep' almost destroyed
us.

:n

Raidohead was not destroyed, however, and in 1995 released The Bends, which began the band's departure from altrock. The follow-up album to The Bends, OK Computer furthered the move away from alt-rock solidifying the bands
position in the often forgotten world of "art-rock."
Radiohead was not forgotten and OK Computer, delivered at
a time when "sophisticated, inspiring rock music had been
left for dead," became an enormous success behind an obsessive cult fan base.
It is the late 90's. The media-driven, robotic pop culture
that indulged "Creep" still remains, though they are no longer
looking for "I'm a loser" anthems. They are now turning to
the corporate cutout whores of rap-rock, and boy/girl factory bands for their daily fix of cool/hip/ pop [or whatever
the word for it is these days]. It is within this culture that the
major record labels that deliver the songs they tell the kids
they want to hear operate. Thanks to "artists" more than
willing to do anything for exposure and money [Britney

11

Spears, Fred Durst, Kid Rock, etc.] music has been gutted,
leaving only dollar bills [or for you Limp Bizkit fans, if you
prefer, Three dollar bills ... Y'all]. This puts bands that want
to expand creatively in any direction that doesn't sell in a
battle with their record company that-if their lucky-ends in a
compromise.
KidA left many asking ifRadiohead thought they were a
rock group or an art project. To this end Yorke has said, "I
never wanted to be in a fucking rock group. The Pixies were
not a fucking rock group."
After the compromises forced onto OK Computer, the
enormous amount of publicity, and the extensive arena rock
tour that went along with the album, the band was again
"almost destroyed" and actually almost broke up because
they no longer could handle putting out music if it meant
compromising what was to them the very point of their
existence as a band: the music. Because of OK Computer's
popularity [a.k.a. the number of copies sold] and the record
company's fear that they could loose a major commodity if
the band broke up, Radiohead was given a great deal more
flexibility. After they completed their OK Computer tour, they
disappeared into obscurity to relax and record a new album.
The world waited.
It is now the year 2000. Three years had passed since the
release of OK Computer and Radiohead's new album Kid A
which had been completed in late 1999 was not released until
October 3rd, 2000. During the period before its release, Kid
A had become one of the most anticipated albums en years,
and the reviews that came from the advance-release CDs said
that KuiA was something different. Within its first week of
release, Kid A sold enough copies to debut at number one in

the Soundscan weekly albums sold ranking.
Kid A is different for Radiohead, for the music industry, and even for music. It
is heavily rooted in stepping away from the expected, and although this approach
has the potentcal- as a band moves outside the parameters of modern sound
expectations, to leave an album sounding empty and confused- Kid A is a masterpiece from start to finish and a new experience in every aspect from the sound, to
the presentation, to the packaging and liner notes.
On Kid A Radiohead almost completely abandon the electric guitar as well as
any typical "rock band" instrumentation. They also did not make their songs
dependent on lyrics with many tracks containing just the sounds of Yorke's voice
instead of spoken words. Because of their new approach to rock, Kid A left many
asking ifRadiohead though they where en a rock group or an art project. To this
end Yorke has said, "I never wanted to be in a fucking rock group. The Pixies were
not a fucking rock group."
By abandoning a dependence on traditional instruments with "Kid A,"
Radiohead concentrates only on sound. This breaking down of music to sounds
and building upon it is the true strength of Kid A. Sounds are stacked and
positconed creating a soundscape that's perfection and depth engulfs the ILstener
letting them become completely lost in a world that modem music rarely creates.
Not everyone will like Kid A. It complexity requires it to be listened to. It
would not make good background music at a party or in another situation where
there is music for the purpose of fJling space. It doesn't depend on catchy beats
and phrases. Another aspect of Kid A that will make Lt somewhat less palatable to
the masses, is that it is intended to be listened to as a complete album. Despite
what the radio and MTV may teach us some albums exist because of more than
a hit single or popular vcdeo. On these albums aspects such as the amount of rime
between tracks [or lack there of], the mLX of sound between the end of one track
and the begcnning of the next, and the order of the tracks become important.
To reinforce this idea, Radiohead is not cutting a single off of Kid A. Radio
stations are tricky, however, and you can still hear some new Radiohead. The
track that gets the most playtime even has both an electric guitar and vocals, so
don't worry. Radiohead is also not making any v ideos for Kid A. There well,
however, be a series of 30 second "blips" that will most likely make their way
to MTV. If you're not the MTV type, the "blips" and just about anything else
you wou ld ever want can be found on the Radiohead website:
www.radiohead.com.
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Adrian Workman
Campus Life E.daor

Last weekend, I found out some things that people are o nl y supposed
to learn after they die. I did not watc h any church shows, and I already
knew Dubya was stupid. I ate some mushroo ms .
According to www.shroo mery.org, [a surprisingly informative, reputable site] taking in mushrooms, such as Psilocybe Cubensis is a
"voyage to the spiritwo rld ... visions and travels, awesome mental hallucinations. It's a dcrect ISDN-link to the mother earth, forgivcng, gentle
substance. You hear the chanting of the planet and the spirit of the mushroom . It's a product of the nature, untied to the actions of men and
women roaming this planet. Your body disconnected from the circuit,
you may often forget it exists. Six hours - not too short, not too long.
Perfect."
While not complete hokey, this was obviously written by a hippie.
What Lt should say is "Ro und up two frcends, o ne of w hich will remain
stone-cold sober. Make sure you completely trust both, and do not have
any issues with either. Get some things that are kind of neat to look at
when you are sober, a gallon jug of water, and curl up in a place you can
identify at ho me." In the words of Dennis Leary: " Don't make any
f*''king plans, okay?"
"Sh rooming" is not something I usually do. In fact, I've done it only
two ot her times in my adolescent life. Understand this when I say I
decided to eat only two, one eaten 30 minutes after the other.
I was at my friend Jimmy's ho use. I don't trust him at all, but he is one
of my best friends. The way it works is that I do not buy anything from
him, and do not put myself in the positcon where I have to believe an ything he says. Thus Jimmy and I have gotten along perfectly for the past
four years or so.

Please see Insider, next page
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Insider: Went tor a walk, not the after-dinner kind
When I arrived, Faye, Kathy,
From page 11
R.C. , and a middle-aged woman
who was trying desperately to look
considerably younger left in a taxi.
Faye is Jimmy 's girlfriend, Kathy is
Faye's best friend [and former sex
toy], R.C. is Kathy's new boyfriend.
He is middle-aged and he see med
sleazy, when not jovial.
It's just Jimmy and me. We have
a "boys night in ," drinking beer
we've never even heard of[ever hear
of Taj Mahal?], listening to music,
playing some of our own, and talking about the things that have transpired in our lives since we'd last
convened.
I learned that he had been having sex with Kath y 'occasionally' [if
you have a friend who lies a lot, this
means' every other day ']. I learned
that Faye had unwittingly invited
Kathy to come live with her and
Jimmy. Jimmy said that he would
not be able to stay sane, with all the
secrets floating around in one
house, so he 'dropped the bomb'
on Faye, about an hour before I arrived. He said that Faye blames
Kathy, but this is probably because
Jimmy told her that Kathy seduced
or raped him or something. Soon
after this, I ate some things I was
pretty sure I shouldn 't have.
Things started getting pretty interesting when my guitar strings
glowed orange and purple when I
plucked them. Drawing was fun,
too. Kind of like having a pen that
always leaks, then starts its own ink
nver.

Soon after the drawings and
glowing guitar strings, I noticed
that I had access to the answers to
concepts and thoughts that I never
did while sober. What is "Home?"
God? Motherhood? Fatherhood'
Religi o n? Travel' The answers I
was coming up with were disturbing at times. I wrote poetry like a
madman. I was that guy. That one
whose ass you want to kick, the one
who wears the beret and black
turtleneck sweater. I wrote as if I
would die if I quit. These thoughts
were not going to come back on their
own, if ever again. This lead to the
concept of death, which was very
scary.
After my writing phase, I was
confined-by my own lack of motor
abilities-to the floor of Jimmy's
room. I was listening to Vivaldi,
watching the ca rpet morph into
swirling cesspools and rainforest
flora, completely disbelieving what
Jimmy 's Sublime poster was doing.
Then I went completely into the
depths o f Adrian. I was terrified
that if I went to sleep, I was going
to die. This is not a drunk. You
aren't going to sleep this o n e off.
It 's you and your brain for the next
four to six hours: Even worse, it

includes the part of your brain that
years of humanity and society have
been busy burying. I've never been
so sure of my morta lit y. I also
thought that-ju st perhaps-I was
going to be like this forever. What
if I never" came back? "
For some reason, even more
than death , I feared the return of
the people who left in the taxi.
Knowing what I did about Jimmy's
inability to keep his penis in his
pants, I was not about to enjoy living in a Jerry Springer-esque hell.
The other big reason was stimulus. I couldn't handle a whole lot of
that. I was certain that being in an
environment I could control would
be good for me. I have never had any
delusions of being able to control
other human beings. Humans are
huge invariables, tree frogs on the
chessboard of life. I could not abide
these if I were going to "play chess."
Jimmy prides himself as a human
trip toy: His big thing is doing stupid, inane things to make people feel
weird about themselves. I remember spending a large portion of that
evening there telling him to leave me
alone.
Hell came home at about 2 a.m.
From where I was, I could here shouting and crying. When shrooming,
this sounds like a huge, overwhelming crisis. It seems as though every
emotion felt is amplified and
bounced of every soul in the room
[especially if said souls are on the
same substance]. I felt like I was in
the middle of a domestic dispute. I
envisioned police being called, people
getting hurt, assaulted, property being damaged, drinking glasses being
hurled. Jail, jail, jail.
Fear ran through my mind like a
grasshopper whose legs had just
been crammed into the back of his
carapace-covered skull. Irremovable.
The funny thing is that the thought
of police intervention brought me
the most comfort out of all those.
I just needed to be away. I slipped
on shoes and a coat and slipped
outside. I needed a walk like
Tammy Faye Baker needed to cry her
mascara off.
I was going to find myself, by
myself. No one else. I was going
to find my sanity doing something
I've known how to do since infancy.
I was going for a walk .
The visuals were intense. The
unrelenting rain sounded like applause for someone else. The silhouettes of evergreen trees seemed
to drip right down from the cloudy
sky like blood from a fresh wound.
As I walked out the front yard and
onto the street, I heard my name. I
paused, perhaps making sure that I
was just hearing things, but I was

not. When I found the source, I
wished that what I was seeing was
another vision .

Kathy was wearing a pretty dress.
She and this dress were sitting in a
mud puddle on the dark side of a
decrepit van. The very image of this
and the fact that she was sobbing
her brains out gave birth to pure
pity in me. I knelt down and tried
to comfort her the best I could. I
really felt badly for her. So badly
that I nearly invited her to go for a
walk with me. She bawled that
Jimmy found out she was coming
to live with him and Faye, so he told
her about their trysts.
It sounded really unfair, but she
was still a human, and in my state,
was thus driving me insane. I apologized to her and said that I would
like to be more supportive, but I was
on mushrooms, so I wouldn't really
amount to much. She started to say
that she was too, so it was okay. At
this point, in what was a mental thunderclap, I assumed everyone in the
entire world was on shrooms, so I
apologized once again, got up, said
"please don't take this as rejection, but
I just ... ! just have to walk." I plodded on against this girl's pleadings,
bent on finding someone who was
sober. Someone who I could bounce
Adrian off of for awhile without go-

with my debit card. Usually a simple
process, but absolutely a chore
when you are temporarily insane,
and the cashier doesn't speak a
whole lot of English. My next mission, which was even more difficult,
was to find a payphone. If it
weren't for this mi ss ion , my trip
would have been considerably
shorter.

I came into intimate contact with

dence, cruisers, mangled bodies, and
burning cars. When I got there, Kathy
was in dry clothing, in R.C.'s arms,
laughing at me in a good-natured fashion. They were both happy to see
me. Jimmy burst out the door,
slipped and fell on his ass, then
hugged me so tight my back popped.
They were all worried about me.
Me! I was worried about me, too,
but I was more concerned about
them! I thought they were crazy! I
had to get the hell out of Dodge!
They said they were thinking about
coming after me. They said they
were thinking about calling the police to get me. I said that I was glad
they did neither. Personally, of the
two, I would rather they have called
the police.
During that walk, I found out
all about me. It was the most pure
walk I ever took.
I will only take that walk one more
time, and that will be across the river
Styx. I am QOW convinced that people
who have not done mushrooms
don 't really know anything, which is
a welcome view compared to my p;evious suspicion that the whole world
is on mushrooms.
I don't recommend this substance
to anyone. If you think you know all
about yourself already, feel like you
are a decent person, eat breakfast on a
frequent basis, exercise, or feel like the
Bible is the only book people need to
read to discover themselves, then you
shouldn't eat hallucinogenic mushrooms.
Oh yeah, they're illegal, too. In
light of that, I've changed the names
of all the people mentioned.

one of life's great ironies. Most of
the stuff around here is put here
for our enjoyment, and there are lots
of different kinds of people out
there. There are even people who
walk around looking for things at 3
a.m. in the rain in Seattle. However, if you try to find a pay phone,
you will discover that, since cell
phones have become so popular,
nobody finds it particular profitable
to put pay phones anywhere anymore. It seems as though many
have actually been removed.
When I finally found a payphone,
I felt nature call. I wanted to talk to
Val for hours. This physical condition would not do. The next few
miles were spent looking for a place
to urinate where I felt I would not be
accosted or arrested. I was becoming
more and more sane by the minute.
There was a light at the end of the
tunnel.
Full on mental daylight came when
ing insane.
I later found out that I had I got on that pay phone and told Val
walked over 50 city blocks. I walked the story I just told you. I knew she
through 50 blocks. I walked would bring me back, even though I
through about 50 gallons of rain, was nearly there.
I laughed all throughout the taxi
49 glimmering, shape-shifting, Chiride home. Laughed at the distance I
nese restaurant signs, one giant
graveyard [that was hard work], and had walked. I had not concept of
one man with a tattooed forehead direction or where I was. All I knew
"Serveandprotect,youknowwealltoe
who intimated that he was on hero- was the cross streets that Jimmy lived
that line/who areweprotectingfrom this
ine and needed more. This man was. near.
I expected to see the house in a vicious Iitde crimei"
the only person I really bonded with
-The Asylum Street Spankers
that night. Our entire conversation wreck of police tape, crime scene evilasted about ten seconds, and yet,
we were probably, way deep down,
looking for the same thing.
A side note: When you get a tattoo, the artist makes you sign a document that says, among other things,
'I made this decision in good ment al
health,
I'm
not
on
anything ... etc.' I realized after meeting this man that asking to have a
huge, black tattoo in the middle of
your forehead [my hallucinations
caused it to look like a phallus at
one point] is a lot like walking into
a tattoo parlour and announcing
that you are-beyond any reasonable
doubt-high on something pretty serious.
11
1
There is a love story here. Being
i'n touch with the deepest parts of
me, I saw my girfriend there. I
found out, thanks to psilocybin, that
: Half price cover before : : Half price cover for :
even in the darkest recesses of my
11:00 p.m. Must have
ladia
1
1
soul, I loved Valerie. It was from
:
College
1.D.!
I
I
before
11:00 p.m. 1
I
this that I discovered that I really
wanted to talk to her. I went
Ap,&18 andlJpl Mt.6THAIE"-ll05wt:I.D.
through the process of paying for a
➔700 ScllbW., ~ ID°(2GIIJ '-'-9i38
phone card at a convenience store
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Eagles performing at the right time
Sweep keeps team perfect at home
By Sarah Olson
Rcporoy

The Eagles came out on top this weekend
after a competitive fight against both Idaho State
University and Sacramento State University. The
Eagles ended the weekend with 8-4 in the Big
Sky Conference and an overall record of 13-8.
. The Eagles faced Idaho State with a dominant nature winning the match 15-6, 15-10, 158. The edge that allowed them the win was kept
by the Eagles consistency of hitting. EWU was
able to find the holes in Idaho State's defense
and put the heat behind their kills. The Eagles

The Eagles have been on a roll with their
performance, taking match after match. They have
a talented set of players. Janelle Ruen was honored with Big Sky player of the week for Oct. 26
and Oct. 28. The sophomore had 32 kills, 15
digs, 5 blocks, 2 service aces, and two powerful
hitting percentages of .538 and .400, giving her a
combined average of .469 for the two matches .
Ruen has been unstoppable with only one error
in 26 attempts against Idaho State and only three
errors in 35 attempts against Sacramento. Even
Coach Wade Benson agrees, "Janelle was awesome this week. Nobody could touch her. She's
around the block, she's hitting with power, she's

Our offense is really clicking on high cylinders. Our
hitting percentage has been over .370 eight matches in a
row now. That is phenomenal hitting. If we could just
continue to work on our blocking, continue to work on
our defense, we could be an unstoppable force.
-

Eagle head coach Wade Benson

averaged a .411 percent hitting average with five
of the Eagles hitting over .400, Janelle Ruen,
Jennifer Gabel, Monica Lynch, Courtney Bush
and Jennifer Dick.
Idaho State combated our hitting with .130
hitting average for the match. The match also
fe ll into place with the powerof 63 kills. Janelle
Ruen registering 15 kills along with Angie Halls'
10 and Monica Lynch's eight kills to devastate
!SU. EWU carried the match not only on spiking abi lity but also with the balanced power of
47 digs and 11 blocks.
The Eagles faced Sacramento State October 28 . Heading the conference leaders off with
a 15-13, 15-11, 15-9 match. The Eagles fought
with their heart and skill. ln the second game,
the Eagles battled back from being down 6-11
to take that game 15-11. EWU came out with
the power of an average .377 hitting percentage,
64 kills, 58 digs and 8 blocks. The Eagles were
lead by Janelle Ruen, who had 17 kills, followed
by Angie Hall and Robyn Sonju-Felder's nine
kills. Setter, Jessie Wright also came through
with seven kills, 37 assists .ind nine digs. Monica
Lynch led the blockers, shutting Sacramento out
with six blocks.

blocking balls, playing good defense. She's allworld right now.•
Junior Robyn Sonju-Felder also has had a
spectacular performance. Since September 17
Sonju-Felder has led t he Big Sky conference in
individual hitting percentage with .387 percent.
1n 40 games she has 135 kills and 27 errors in 279
attempts. It is easy to see the talent that Eastern
possess.
This week the Eagles hit the road. On
Thursday they will face Cal State-Northridge.
Followed by Nonh Arizona on Saturday. Coach
Benson said "Our offense is really clicking on
high cylinders. Our hitting percentage has been
over .370 eight matches in a row now. That is
phenomenal hitting. If we could just conti nue
to work on our blocking, continue to work on
our defense, we could be an unstoppable force.
Beating Sac State gives us a tie-break edge if they
lose one more match and we can win out 1 we're
hosting ... but we have four very hard matches
coming up. We are corning into the week with a
lot of confidence. I wouldn't want to face us
right now. If we come ready to play this week, ""e
could have two road wins."

Beautiful ■ anufactured Homes
3 Bdrm, 2 Bath - $760-$785, 3 adults okay.
2 Bdrm, 2 Bath • $525.
Complete with W/D hook-ups.
Near c.mpus, bus and shoppin1.

Bnan Smitn/Eastemer

A Eastern 's sophomore middleblocker Monica l ynch digs one of Sacramento State's hits,
as teammate Janelle Ruen looks on, in the Eagle's match win on Saturday.

Cheney Cinema
421 2nd Street, 2nd & College • 559-5877

Now Plavlng: Nov. 3-9

Rated R /no one under 17 without a parent or guardian)
Weekdays 6:00, 8:00 • Weekends 4:00. 6:00, 8:00
BEDAZZLED-PG-13 Weekdays 620. B 15, Weekends 4 20. 6 20, 8 15
THE BASKET - PG /Ends Thursday. Nov 2/
We feature the Endless Bucket of Popcorn & Pop
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Hauver leads Eagles to
best finish all-time

Ruen chosen as Big Sky
Player of the Week
tempts against the Hornets and led
the team with 17 kills.
Ruen, a 5-11 sophomore from
Post Falls, Idaho is a two-sport athlete at Eastern Washington, playing
women's basketball also. Ruen has hit
double digits in kills eight rimes this
season since Sept. 25.
EWU leads conference in hitting-Sonju-Felder leads individual percentage category Eastern Washington
University continues to sit atop the
Big Sky Conference in hitting percentage as a team with .269. ln the last six
home matches, the Eagles have hit a
combined .383. Five Eagles had percentages over .400 in that same period
Qessie Wright,Janelle Ruen,Jennifer
ophomore outside hitter Gabel, Courtney Bush, and Michelle
Janelle Ruen was chosen Etter) and two others were over .300
Big Sky Conference player (Robyn Sonju-Felder and Jennifer
of the week for October 23-28. She Dick). Junior middle blocker Robyn
helped Eastern Washington extend its Son ju-Felder has led the Big Sky concurrent home winning streak to seven
ference in individual hitting percentwith sweeps over Idaho State and Sac- age since Sept. 17.
Eagles
ramento State.
Extend Home
Ruen tallied 32
Match Winning
kills, 15 digs,
Ruen tallied 32 kills, 15 digs,
Streak to 26
five blocks, and
five blocks, and two servivce
EWU hasn ' t
two servivce
aces to go along with two
lost a volleyball
aces to go along
powerful hitting percentages of
match at home
with two pow.538 and .400. She hit a comsince Sept. 24,
erful hitting
bined .469 in two matches.
1998. Currently,
percentages of
the Eagles have
.538 and .400.
She hit a combined .469 in two won seven consecutive matches at
home , and have swept their oppomatches.
Against the Bengals, Ruen had nents eleven times this season. The
only one hitting error in 26 attempts Eagles have two more home matches
and led the team with 15 kills. She also this season against Montana Stare and
recorded only three errors in 35 at- Montana Nov. 9 and 11.

Senior Brandon Hauver has earned All-Big Sky Conference honors
after an eighth-place finish at the Big Sky Conference Cross Country Championships in Riverside, Calif., last Saturday (Oct. 28).
He helped Eastern to a sixth-place finish, equaling the school's
best-ever finish in the Big Sky Championships. Hauver covered the 8,000meter course in 24:56.39 to equal the best finish for an Eastern men's
runner in the school 's 14-year history in the
Big Sky Conference.
Jack Folger also placed eighth for the
Eagles in 1989. As a ream, the Eagles also
finished sixth in 1994 and 1999.
Both the men's
A 1997 graduate of East Valley High
and women's
School near Yakima, Wash., Hauver finished
teams will comfirst in the EWU Invitational on Oct. 14 in
pete in the reCheney. He also ran well at the University of
gional
tournament
Idaho Invitational Sept. 8, where he finished
in Fresno, Calif. on
sixth. In last year's Big Sky championship,
Nov. 13
Hauver finished 37th.
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• Eagle stando111 Brandon /-la11ver

next

Hauver will try to qualify for the NCAA
Championships when he and his teammates
compete at the the NCAA Regional Championships hosted by Fresno
State Universiry on Nov. 13 in Fresno, Calif. The top teams and individuals at the regional championships then go on to the NCAA Championships on Nov. 20 in Ames, Iowa, home of Iowa State University.
Eastern's women's team will also compete in Fresno. The Eagles
finished ninth last week at the Big Sky Conference championships.
Shavonne Johnson was the team's top finisher by placing 35th with a time
of 18:49.87 on the 5,000-meter course.

Eagles hockey
The Eastern Washington Universiry hockey team will be playing Friday,
Nov. 3 and Saturday, Nov. 4 at Planet Ice Arena in the Spokane Valley.
Both games will start at 9: 15 p.m.
To get to Planet lee Arena, take I-90 east to the Barker road exit. At the
light turn left and proceed north over the bridge on Barker road.
There will be signs along the side of Barker to assist you upon getting to
the Eagles' games.

SPORTS CAREER

SEMINAR
""'JDB*FAIR
Professignal sports teams from
around the West will be posting jobs,
interviewing and hiring for jobs in the
sports indus!Jy. There will also be guest

speakers, panel discussions and an
entire day of sports related activities!
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Jobs postings
inchua:

Tums Include:

Marketing

Spokane Chiefs

Sales
Public Relations

Eve,ett Aqu.asox
Portland MA Bastball
~cmnento RivtrCau

Stadium Operations

Media RclatioM
Broadcasting
Internships

Spokane Indians
,-fosoula Osprey
And More!

~rlKt fo, co.Urge ~nioo.. ~nnt g11dU1lH 01 anyone:

tb" who i~ inte1t1ttd In a c.irttr 1n t~ eAClting and
rewarding world of iporU ma~emtnt.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17
8PDl:AHE ARENA
SPDl:AIIE,'WA
Seminar & Job Fair

Registration is S6S.
Th, fee includes full
participation in the event.
lunc.h and a ticket to the
Spol<ane Chief> Hod<ey
game that evening .
To H' IJ li t c r o r t o rC((' IV~ a b1ocl\u rt> t.-ill

509·321·4014 EXT. 332
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Penalty yields touchdown, win
The Eagles suffered another heartbreaking loss, falling to Cal State Northridge 31-26 in
the final seconds.
An illegal shift penalty nullified an apparent game-winning 17-yard touchdown pass with
six seconds remaining as Eastern Washington
suffered its second straight heartbreaking loss
with a 31-26 setback to Cal State Northridge Saturday at North Campus Staruum in Northridge,

Calif.
Taking possession of the ball with just 51
seconds to play, the Eagles had driven 40 yards
on just two plays to get to the Matador 17-yard
line with 16 ticks of the clock left. Fred Salanoa
then hit true freshman Kyler Randall for an apparent touchdown, however, officials ruled that
Eastern had two players in motion, wiping out
the touchdown and taking a valuable IO seconds
off the clock.
"We had two guys in motion," explained
Eagle head coach Paul Wulff. "One guy was barely
moving and the other guy was in motion. That's
what it was."
After a delay of game penalty, Randall gathered in a IS-yard pass from Salanoa, but couldn 't
get out of bounds before time expired.

A fumbled punt return, an interception
the Eagles couldn't capitalize on and a taunting
penalty all went against first-year head coach Paul
Wulff's team in the fourth quarter Saturday. It
was similarto last week's game versus Sacramento
State when the Hornets won 25-22 on a long
scoring drive capped by a field goal on thegame's
fmalplay.
Eastern and CSN combined for 908 yards
of total offense, but the majority of the fireworks didn't start until late in the game when
the Eagles scored touchdownson three-consecutive possessions and the Matadors scored on
two-straight. The scoring barrage helped Eastern pull to within 28-26with 11:12 to play.
Eastern's defense followed with a three-andout, then th e Eagles used a 17-yard punt return
by Lamont Brightful to give them the ball at
their own 46-yard I ine. Two plays later, Jesse
Chatm an picked up IO yards and a first down
to the Matador 37, but the Eag le s were
assessed a 15-yard taunting penalty that
event ua ll y led to an Eagle punt.
" I didn ' t see it so I can't say if was a good or
bad call," Wulff sa id of the taunting call.

CLASSIFIBDs
FOR RENT
Available in December,
studio apts., newly built - $330.
Available mid-November,
2 bdrm apts., $500 and $525.
Washer/dryer hook-ups in 2 bdrm apts.
Large kitchens, cabinets and closets.
.Ar..
Near campus, bus and shopping.
Cheney Real Estate Management at
1827 1st St. - 235-5000.

w<nl!~

Magg,eMdler!Eastemer

.a. Eagle receiver Shay/on Reed has another year to play; bw he and the rest of the team
want to stop the recent skid and win at home, Saturday.

JOB OPPORTUNRIS
FRATERNITIES * SORORITIES
CLUBS* STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this quarter with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly. so call
today' Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238
or visit "\\ \\ .campusfundraiscr.com.
Sl,000's WEEKLY!!
Stuff en,,elopes at home for $2.00 each plus bonuses.
Fff, Pff. Make $800+ weekly guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one stamp to: N-2-t5, PMB 552,
12021 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025

DANCERS & BEVERAGE SERVERS

UPCOMING EVENTS
Bell Choir from Colville will perform at the United
Methodist Church at 204 Fourth Street in Cheney on
November 12 at 8:30 a.m. and 11 :00 a.m.
Potluck will be held on Saturday evening.
Call 235-4600 for more information.

Do you need extra money to actualize your dreams of an
education, while sri ll affording some of rhc luxuries you deserve
If yo u have "The Righr Stuff," yo u ca n earn $300 - $600 per
week working a minimum of rwo shifts each week.
We are now interviewing for .
DANCERS and BEVERAGE SERVER, at:
State Linc Showgirl,
"A true gencle ma n's dub'"
located in StJtcline, !tbho.

o exp. Necessary! We Trai11 1! 18 md older.
Call Srarc Line Showgirls (208-777-09'7)
,1ny time after 3 pm, seven days a week.
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LOGON FOR YOUR
CHANCE TO WIN
PRIZESU
SIGN UP FOR FREE
E-MAIL ACCOUNTSI
CHECK OUT THE
LATEST CALENDAR
OF EVENTSII

